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A new 3D Dirac nodal-line semi-metallic graphene
monolith for lithium ion battery anode materials†
Jie Liu,
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Due to the limited speciﬁc capacity of graphite, it is highly desirable to develop new alternatives for high
performance lithium ion battery (LIB) anode materials. Motivated by the recent synthesis of threedimensional (3D) graphene (Phys. Rev. Lett., 2016, 116, 055501), here we propose a new 3D graphene
monolith, termed HZGM-42. State-of-the-art theoretical calculations uncover that HZGM-42 not only
possesses high thermodynamic stability, anisotropic elasticity and high speciﬁc strength, but also exhibits
a unique electronic band structure with Dirac nodal-lines. Equally important, HZGM-42 shows excellent
electrical conductivity and uniformly distributed channels for the transport of Li ions with fast kinetics. As
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compared to the commercially used graphite anode, HZMG-42 possesses a much higher theoretical
speciﬁc capacity (637.71 mA h g1), a much lower energy barrier (0.02 eV) for Li ion diﬀusion along the
one-dimensional channels, and a much smaller volume change (2.4%) during charging and discharging
operation. This study expands the family of 3D porous carbon materials with great potential for LIBs.

Introduction
Since the commercialization of lithium ion batteries (LIBs) in
the early 1990s, graphite has been used as the standard anode
material.1 However, its limited specic capacity (372 mA h g1),
signicant volume change (10%), and poor cycling performance
at high rates cannot meet the requirements for high-tech
applications such as advanced electrical vehicles2 and
stationary energy storage.3 Hence, anode materials with high
storage capacity and high rate capability are highly desirable for
next-generation LIBs. In the last three decades, tremendous
eﬀort has been devoted to the investigation of carbon materials
for high-performance anodes in LIBs because of their unique
advantages, such as availability, low cost, nontoxicity, and good
lithium intercalation and de-intercalation reversibility.4–7
Among various carbon anode materials, porous carbon is of
particular interest7–9 as the open pore structures can lead to
a high specic surface area with a large amount of storage sites
for Li-ions, which are favorable for high-capacity LIB anodes.5,10
However, currently synthesized porous carbon materials11–16
have some drawbacks when used as anode materials. Firstly, the
conductivity of discovered porous carbon is relatively low. For
instance, amorphous porous carbon11 has low electrical
conductivity due to its disordered pores and structural defects.
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Besides, it is diﬃcult to control the arrangement and size of the
pores during the synthesis of conventional porous carbon,11–13
which is unfavorable for Li-ion transport, resulting in a low rate
capability. Thus, a question arises: can we nd a 3D carbon
material with intrinsic ordered nano-pores as well as high
electrical conductivity?
It is well known that graphene exhibits the best electrical
conductivity among all of the carbon allotropes. Therefore,
a possible way to construct a 3D porous carbon structure with
high electrical conductivity is to assemble two-dimensional (2D)
graphene sheets into 3D graphene monoliths. As a matter of
fact, in recent years, many eﬀorts have been made to achieve 3D
graphene networks.14–18 For instance, some 3D graphene
monoliths have been synthesized by integrating zigzag-edged
graphene nanoribbons.19 These structures are found to possess
intrinsic nanopores and the carrier velocity of electrons can
reach 106 m s1,20 indicating that these structures may have
good potential as anode materials for LIBs. Inspired by these
experimental studies, we propose a new 3D graphene monolith,
named HZGM-42. We found that HZGM-42 possesses a suitable
pore size for favorable Li adsorption, high electrical conductivity, well-organized channels for fast Li ion diﬀusion, and
a small volume change during charging and discharging operation. These features are highly desirable for LIB anode materials. This work sheds light on the design of new materials with
high capacity, rate capability and excellent stability for LIBs.
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First-principles calculations were performed within the framework of density functional theory (DFT) implemented in the
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Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP)21 with the
exchange–correlation functional in the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) form.22 The projector augmented wave (PAW)
method23 was used to treat the interactions between ion cores
and valence electrons. The plane-wave cutoﬀ energy for the wave
function was set to 500 eV. The Heyd–Scuseria–Ernzerhof
(HSE06) hybrid functional24 was used for accurate calculations
of the electronic structure. For geometry relaxations, the
convergence thresholds were set to 104 eV and 103 eV Å1 for
total energy and force component, respectively. The rst Brillouin zone was represented by k points sampled using the
Monkhorst–Pack scheme25 with a grid density of 2p  0.02 Å1.
Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations were performed using the canonical ensemble (NVT) with the Nosé
thermostat26 to examine thermal stability. The calculations of
phonon dispersions were carried out by using the linear
response method within the density functional perturbation
theory27 as implemented in the Phonopy code.28 The diﬀusion
barriers of Li ions were calculated by using the climbing-image
nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method29,30 as implemented in
the VASP transition state tools. The eﬀect of van der Waals
interactions was taken into account to investigate Li adsorption
and diﬀusion by using the semi-empirical long-range dispersion correction (the PBE-D2 functional),31 which is essential to
account for the long-range electrostatic interactions between Li
atoms at high concentrations.32–34

Results and discussion
Geometric structure
The optimized crystal structure of the new 3D graphene
monolith proposed in this work is presented in Fig. 1a, which is
constructed by integrating zigzag graphene nanoribbons with
tetrahedrally coordinated carbon chains as cross-linkers. This
structure possesses a hexagonal primitive cell containing 42
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carbon atoms. Hence, we refer to it as a hexagonal zigzag graphene monolith (HZGM), named HZGM-42. In this primitive
cell, there are four chemically nonequivalent carbon atoms: 6g
(0, 0.47, 0.25), 12j (0.08, 0.46, 0.25), 12j (0.12, 0.45, 0.75), and 12j
(0.20, 0.45, 0.75). The 6g atoms form an sp3-hybridized carbon
chain, whereas the remaining sp2-hybridized carbons form the
zigzag graphene nanoribbons. Owing to its unique porous
conguration, HZGM-42 has a low density of 1.39 g cm3, close
to that of nanotube bundles (1.33 g cm3),35 and lower than that
of fullerene solid (1.65 g cm3).18 We also calculated the equilibrium density for some other 3D carbon crystals for comparison. The results are summarized in Table 1, which shows that
HZGM-42 has the lowest equilibrium density among those 3D
carbon allotropes. The pores of HZGM-42 could accommodate
other atoms or molecules for further functionalization as in the
case of 3D carbon-nanotube polymers.16
To study the eﬀect of van der Waals (vdW) interaction on the
geometry of HZGM-42, we recalculated the lattice parameters
with semiempirical vdW correction.31 For comparison, the
calculations for diamond and graphite were also carried out.
The results are presented in Table S1 in the ESI.† We nd that
the lattice parameters with and without the semiempirical vdW

The space group, lattice constants, calculated equilibrium
density (r in g cm3), and the total energy (Etot in eV per atom) of
HZGM-42 and some other 3D carbon allotropes
Table 1

3D crystal

Space group

Lattice constants (a, b, c)

r

Etot

HZGM-42
Graphite
Diamond
T6
bct-C4
IGN
bco-C16
Hex-C18

P63/mcm
P6/mmm
m
Fd3
P42/mmc
I4/mmm
Cmcm
Imma
P63/mcm

16.82, 16.82, 2.47
2.46, 2.46, 7.32
4.34, 4.34, 4.34
2.60, 2.60, 6.00
4.38, 4.38, 2.51
4.33, 4.33, 2.47
7.80, 4.90, 3.26
8.36, 8.36, 2.46

1.39
2.24
3.62
3.06
3.42
2.59
2.57
2.41

9.09
9.21
9.09
8.64
8.89
8.98
8.82
8.96

(a) Top and side views of the optimized geometry structure, and (b) the phonon band structure of HAGM-42. The inset in (b) shows the ﬁrst
Brillouin zone and the high symmetry k point path. The light gray and red spheres represent the sp2- and sp3-hybridized carbon atoms,
respectively.
Fig. 1
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correction are almost the same, suggesting that the eﬀect of
vdW interaction on the geometry of Hex-C18 is weak and
negligible due to the strong covalent bonding. Therefore, the
following calculations of the thermodynamic and mechanical,
and electronic properties of HZGM-42 were carried out using
the standard PBE exchange–correlation functional, without
vdW corrections.
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Energetic stability
To investigate the thermodynamic stability of HZGM-42, we
calculated its total energy as a function of volume. For
comparison, we also performed calculations of some other 3D
carbon crystals, including graphite, diamond, and the recently
reported 3D carbon phases, such as T6,36–38 bct-C4,39–41
IGN,18,42,43 bco-C16,44 and Hex-C18.45 The results are plotted in
Fig. S1.† We nd that HZGM-42 possesses satisfactory thermodynamic stability as its total energy per atom is close to that
of diamond, the energy diﬀerence between HZMG-42 and
graphite is only 0.12 eV per atom, and it is energetically favorable over most of the identied 3D metastable carbon phases
including T6, bct-C4, IGN, bco-C16, and Hex-C18. To understand
the origin of the high energetic stability of HZMG-42, we
analyzed its bonding features. The calculated bond length of the
sp2–sp2 C–C bond for the nanoribbon motif is in the range of
1.42–1.44 Å. For the sp3–sp3 C–C bond in the cross-linkers of
sp3-hybridized carbon chains, the calculated bond length is 1.52
Å. The average bond angle of the sp2-hybridized carbon atoms is
119.9 , while that of the sp3-hybridized carbon atoms was
110.0 . The values of bond lengths and angles for the sp2- and
sp3-hybridized carbon atoms in HZGM-42 are very close to the
ideal values of graphite (1.42 Å, 120 ) and diamond (1.53 Å,
109.5 ), thus leading to the high energetic stability.
Dynamic and thermal stability
To examine the dynamic stability of HZGM-42, we rst calculated its phonon band structure. As shown in Fig. 1b, the
absence of imaginary modes in the entire Brillouin zone
conrms that HZGM-42 is dynamically stable. More interestingly, we note the strong anisotropy of the phonon dispersions.
Comparing the acoustic branches and optical branches along
the G–M and G–K paths with those along the G–A, the acoustic
branches and most of the optical branches along the G–A path
show respectively larger slopes, indicating that the group
velocities of phonons along the z direction are higher than those
along the directions inside the xy plane. We then performed the
AIMD simulations to verify the thermal stability of HZGM-42 by
increasing temperature from 400 K to 1200 K. We used the 1  1
 4 supercell to reduce the constraint associated with periodic
boundary conditions. The results of simulation at a temperature of 1200 K are plotted in Fig. S2 in the ESI.† These clearly
show that the structural skeleton of HZGM-42 remains almost
intact aer heating for 8 picoseconds (ps) with a time step of 1
femtosecond (fs), and the average value of the total potential
energy remains almost constant during the entire simulation,
conrming that HZGM-42 is thermally stable, and can withstand temperatures as high as 1200 K.
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Mechanical properties
To study the mechanical properties of HZGM-42, we calculated
its elastic constants and Young's moduli, and found that
HZGM-42 possesses highly anisotropic mechanical properties
due to its unique geometric conguration. The elastic constants
(C33) and the Young's modulus of HZGM-42 along the z direction are much larger than those along the x- and y-directions.
For comparison, we also calculated the elastic constants and
Young's moduli for the recently reported 3D graphene-based
architectures, C-honeycomb-28 and C-honeycomb-52 that
exhibit superb specic strength along the z direction.46 The
calculated results are given in Table 2. We note that the elastic
constants and the Young's modulus along the z direction of
HZGM-42 are even larger than the values of C-honeycomb-28
and C-honeycomb-52, indicating that HZGM-42 possesses an
ultrahigh specic strength along the z direction.
To gain a further understanding of the mechanical strength
of HZGM-42, we also calculated the ideal tensile strength, i.e.
the maximum stress required for breaking a perfect crystal.47 In
the calculations of the ideal tensile strength, the quasi-static
displacement-controlled deformation is used by imposing the
deformation with a small strain increment (a typical value of
0.01 is used) along diﬀerent directions. The stress–strain curves
of HZGM-42, C-honeycomb-28, and C-honeycomb-52 subjected
to the tensile stresses along the x, y and z directions are displayed in Fig. 2. In contrast to the nonlinear stress–strain
response of C-honeycomb-28 and C-honeycomb-52 along the x
and y directions, HZGM-42 exhibits a nearly linear stress–strain
response along two directions when the strain is less than 0.15,
indicating that HZGM-42 is more resistant to tensile stress than
C-honeycomb-28 and -52 at the initial strained stage. This linear
elasticity of HZMG-42 under tensile loading along the x and y
directions is a result of the strongly coupled tension and small
bending deformation of the components of zigzag graphene
nanoribbons. The ideal tensile strength of HZGM-42 along the z
direction is 71.9 GPa, which is higher than the values of Choneycomb-28 (70.3 GPa) and C-honeycomb-52 (40.1 GPa),
conrming its high specic strength along the z direction. The
high specic strength of HZGM-42 along the z direction is
attributed to the high in-plane strength of the zigzag graphene
Calculated elastic constants (Cij in GPa), Young's moduli (Yx/y/
in GPa), and ideal tensile strengths (Tx/y/z in GPa) of the 3D graphene
monoliths including HZGM-42, C-honeycomb-28, and C-honeycomb-52
Table 2
z

C11
C33
C44
C12
C13
Yx
Yy
Yz
Tx
Ty
Tz

HZGM-42

C-honeycomb-28

C-honeycomb-52

198.0
637.7
138.4
86.5
56.3
240.4
240.4
646.7
30.6
20.5
71.9

163.2
581.3
100.0
152.4
38.5
20.8
20.8
571.9
37.8
38.6
70.3

95.1
365.0
67.7
92.7
32.3
4.7
4.7
353.9
17.2
23.4
41.0
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Fig. 2
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Orientation-dependent stress–strain relationships for the tensile deformations of HZGM-42, C-honeycomb-28, and C-honeycomb-52.

nanoribbons in the 3D graphene monolith, which is reminiscent of the 3D graphene monoliths assembled by zigzag graphene nanoribbons with high specic strength along the
extended direction of zigzag graphene motifs reported by Jiang
et al.18
Electronic properties
To probe the electronic properties of HZGM-42, we calculated
its band structure using the PBE functional. As shown in Fig. 3a,
HZGM-42 is a semimetal with a Dirac linear dispersion and zero
density of states (DOS) near the Fermi level, inheriting the
unique electronic properties of graphene. The valence and
conduction bands along the high symmetry K path G–A belong
to two diﬀerent irreducible representations B1 and B2, as shown
in Fig. 3a, resulting in the unavoidable band crossing. The
irreducible representation of an energy state describes the
symmetries of its wave vector and wave function under
symmetry operations subject to a certain point group. We
calculated the charge density of states at the points (P1 and P2)
close to the crossing point, as shown in Fig. S3a,† because the
square modulus of the wave function is proportional to the
charge density. The diﬀerence of the charge density distributions of the two states, as shown in Fig. S3b and c,† which
conrms our conclusion that the two bands belong to two
diﬀerent irreducible representations. The band crossing point
is located exactly at the Fermi level and is protected by the
coexistence of time reversal and space inversion symmetries in
HZGM-42 in the absence of the spin–orbit coupling (SOC).
Detailed illustration of the relationship between the band
crossing point and time reversal and space inversion symmetries is given in Text S1, Fig. S4 and S5 in the ESI.† To conrm
the results obtained by the PBE functional, the band structure
of HZGM-42 was recalculated using the HSE06 functional,
which is known to provide a more accurate band structure as
the electron Coulomb screening is more accurately treated in
the exchange–correlation energy of electrons in solids.24 The
results plotted in Fig. S6 in the ESI† show that the semimetallic

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018

feature of HZGM-42 is well preserved at the HSE06 level, suggesting that semimetallicity is the intrinsic property of HZGM42.
The partial DOS projected onto the sp2- and sp3-hybridized
carbon atoms are also displayed in Fig. 3a. It reveals that the
dominant contribution to the DOS around the Fermi level
comes from the sp2-hybridized carbon atoms. To further
understand the origin of semimetallicity in this new phase,
the band-decomposed charge density is calculated to visualize

Fig. 3 (a) Electronic band structure and projected DOS of the sp2hybridized and sp3-hybridized carbon atoms. (b) Charge density isosurface (0.04 e Å3) of the valence bands and conduction bands near
the Fermi level.
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the charge distribution in the bands near the Fermi level, i.e. the
79th to 90th bands including the six occupied bands and six
unoccupied bands. As displayed in Fig. 3b, we nd that the
main contribution to the charge distribution comes from the
sp2-hybridized carbon atoms, which are bound to the sp3hybridized carbon chains.
A further analysis of the band structure of HZGM-42 in the
whole Brillouin zone indicates that the band crossing points of
the valence and conduction bands form nodal-lines traversing
the Brillouin zone. Fig. 4 shows the 3D band structure and band
gap contour of HZGM-42 in the mirror invariant planes (100)
and (110). One can see that the valence and conduction bands
cross along the continuous nodal-lines for both planes, characterizing HZGM-42 as a Dirac nodal-line semimetal. However,
a band gap may be opened up at the band crossing points by
considering SOC for semi-metallic carbon structures.44 For the
case of HZGM-42, the band gap opened up by the SOC is
calculated to be 1.23 meV, which is negligibly weak, suggesting
that the semi-metallicity of HZGM-42 is not altered by the
SOC.44 To elucidate the topological feature of HZGM-42, we
calculated its Z2 indices following a commonly used method to
identify the topology of Dirac nodal-line states.48–50 The parities
at the eight time-reversal invariant momenta (TRIM) points
were 1 (G), 1 (3  M), 1 (A), and 1 (3  L), respectively. Then,
we obtained the Z2 indices as (0; 0 0 0), indicating the topological trivial nature of HZGM-42.
Although HZGM-42 is topologically trivial, its Dirac nodalline band structure provides great promise for high-speed
electronic devices. Due to its unique conguration, HZGM-42
exhibits highly anisotropic electrical transport properties. The
extended direction of the sp3 zigzag chains for HZGM-42 in the
real space (z direction) corresponds to the G–A direction in the
reciprocal space. As shown in Fig. 3a, the electronic bands near
the Fermi level along the G–A direction exhibit large dispersion,
indicating that the carriers moving along the z direction have
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small eﬀective masses. The carrier velocity can be calculated by
d3~
using the formula !
y ~k ¼ h k (3~k is the energy and ~
k is the
d~
k
wavevector). As a benchmark, we rst calculated the velocity of
Dirac electrons in graphite. The calculated result of 0.87  106
m s1 was in good agreement with the value 0.86  106 m s1
obtained by Liu et al.,41 conrming the validity of our calculations. Based on the band structure obtained at the PBE level, the
highest carrier velocity of HZGM-42 along the z direction was
calculated to be 0.82  106 m s1, which was comparable to
the calculated value of Dirac electrons in graphene (0.87 
106 m s1). However, the electronic bands along the paths of
A–L, L–H, and A–H in the Brillouin zone are much atter than
those along the G–A path, suggesting that carriers move much
slower in the xy plane than that along the z direction. The highly
anisotropic transport properties of HZGM-42 may have potential
applications in direction-dependent microelectronic devices.51
-

Application as an anode material for LIBs
Due to its regular porosity and intrinsic semi-metallicity,
HZGM-42 can provide the basis for the storage and transport of
Li ions with good conductivity, making it possible to use it as an
anode material for LIBs. Hence, we systematically studied its
binding and diﬀusion behavior, theoretical capacity, and
cycling stability.
We rst investigated the binding of a single Li atom into
HZGM-42. To avoid the interaction between Li atoms, we
adopted a 1  1  4 supercell. Four possible adsorption sites
for the Li atom with high geometric symmetry were considered,
marked as LiI, LiII, LiIII, and LiIV in Fig. 5. LiI is the triangle
hollow site, LiII is the center site of the “groove” formed by the 8membered carbon rings, LiIII is the site on the top of the 6membered carbon rings, and LiVI is the edge site of the “groove”
formed by the 8-membered carbon rings. To check the strength

Fig. 4 (a) Bulk Brillouin zone of HZGM-42 with mirror invariant planes (100) indicated by the blue rectangle and (110) indicated by the red
rectangle, respectively. (b) 3D band structure (VB and CB) and band gap contour of the two mirror invariant planes. The color bar indicates the
band gap at each k point.
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of Li binding on the four stable sites, we calculated the Li
binding energy (Eb), which is dened as

Published on 20 June 2018. Downloaded by Peking University on 9/6/2018 1:54:54 AM.

Eb ¼ (ELix-HZGM-42  EHZGM-42  xmLi)/x,

(1)

where ELix-HZGM-42/EHZGM-42 is the total energy of the system
with/without Li, and mLi is the energy of one Li atom in the Li
bulk.34 Aer full optimizations, LiI, LiII, and LiIII were found to
be the stable adsorption sites with the binding energies of
0.89, 0.66, and 0.39 eV, respectively, indicating that the
most favorable adsorption site for the Li atom is the triangular
hollow site. LiIV was optimized to LiII. The Bader charge analysis52 revealed that each Li atom transfers 0.89 electrons to the
neighboring C atoms when Li is adsorbed onto the LiI site. For
LiII and LiIII sites, the transferred charges were found to be 0.88
and 0.90 electrons, respectively. The electron transfer suggests
that all the Li atoms in these three adsorption sites donate most
of their valence electrons and become Li ions, leading to
a strong Coulomb repulsion between the adsorbed Li ions, thus
preventing them from clustering.
We next calculated the energy barrier for Li ion diﬀusion.
Because the energy barrier for the Li atom to diﬀuse through the
six-membered carbon rings reaches up to 10 eV,53 the diﬀusion
along the xy plane in HZGM-42 is, thus, kinetically prohibited.
Therefore, we here only considered diﬀusion paths along the z
direction. Considering the structural symmetry of HZGM-42
and the preferable Li binding sites, we selected two representative diﬀusion pathways, as shown in Fig. 5c. Path I is along the
z direction of the triangular hollow channel, while path II is
along the z direction of the hexagonal hollow channel. Based on
climbing-image nudge elastic band (CI-NEB) calculations,29 the
energy proles along paths I and II are calculated and displayed
in Fig. 5d. The calculated diﬀusion barriers for paths I and II are
0.02 and 0.18 eV, respectively. Both of these are much lower
than the diﬀusion barrier of Li-ions in graphite (0.22–
0.40 eV),54,55 indicating that Li ions can easily diﬀuse along the
two channels. The remarkable 1D Li-ion diﬀusion paths with
low diﬀusion barriers suggest that HZGM-42 possesses high-

rate capability as an anode material for LIBs. To investigate the
eﬀect of the point defect on the 1D diﬀusion barriers in HZGM42, we created a mono-vacancy at the sp3 carbon site in the 1 
1  4 supercell (see Fig. S7†), and calculated the symmetryinequivalent migration paths along the z direction around the
defect, as displayed in Fig. S8.† We nd that for the migration
paths in the hexagonal hollow channel, the diﬀusion barriers of
paths A and B are 0.49 eV and 0.23 eV, respectively, which are
larger than the value of path II (0.18 eV) in the defect-free
structure. For the migration path in the triangular hollow
channel, the diﬀusion barrier increases dramatically from 0.02
eV (path I) to 0.26 eV (path C) when introducing the monovacancy of an sp3 carbon atom, suggesting that the defect can
create a potential trap in the defective region, making the
diﬀusion unfavorable. Therefore, it is necessary to avoid the
formation of defects in HZGM-42 when used as an anode
material in LIBs. Actually, defects can also trap the metal ion
even in layered materials.
We next studied the maximum Li capacity of HZGM-42 by
increasing the Li concentration until the full Li-intercalated
conguration is reached, as shown in Fig. S9 in the ESI.†
According to our denition of the binding energy in eqn (1),
a more negative binding energy means a more favorable
exothermic reaction between Li and HZGM-42. The corresponding average binding energy Eb was calculated to be
0.19 eV, which is larger than that of Hex-C18 (0.42 eV),45 but
lower than that of the Ti3C2(OH)2 monolayer (TiS3C2(OH)2Li0.5:
0.14 eV)33 calculated at the same level. This suggests that Li
atoms adsorbed onto HZGM-42 are stable, and the phase
separation problem is safely avoided at such a high Li concentration. The corresponding theoretical specic capacity of
HZGM-42 is 637.71 mA h g1, which is 1.7 times larger than that
of graphite, and larger than the values of recently predicted 3D
carbon allotropes, such as bco-C16,4 hex-C18,45 and IGN.56
Open-circuit voltage (OCV) is one of the key factors to characterize battery performance under diﬀerent conditions. It
varies with the Li concentration. In general electrode testing,

Fig. 5 (a) Top and (b) side views of the possible Li-ion adsorption sites. The green, light gray, and red spheres represent Li, sp2-, and sp3hybridized carbon atoms, respectively. The 8-membered carbon ring is marked in yellow. (c) Two migration paths of Li diﬀusion considered
along the z direction in the triangular hollow channel and the hexagonal hollow channel, respectively. (d) The diﬀusion energy barrier proﬁles of
the two diﬀusion paths given in (c).
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the charge/discharge process of HZGM-42 follows the common
half-cell reaction versus Li/Li+:
(x1  x2)Li+ + (x2  x1)e + Lix1-HZGM-42 4 Lix2-HZGM-42. (2)
Without considering the eﬀects of volume, pressure, and
entropy, the average voltage of Lix-HZGM-42 in the concentration range of x1 < x < x2 can be estimated using the following
formula:

Published on 20 June 2018. Downloaded by Peking University on 9/6/2018 1:54:54 AM.

Vz

ELix1 -HZGM-42  ELix2 -HZGM-42 þ ðx2  x1 ÞELi
;
ðx2  x1 Þ

(3)

where ELix1 -HZGM-42, ELix2 -HZGM-42, and ELi are the total energy of
Lix1 -HZGM - 42; Lix2 - HZGM - 42; and Li in its bulk phase,
respectively.
To calculate ELix-HZGM-42, we examined 20 symmetry-inequivalent adsorption congurations and selected the one with the
lowest binding energy for each Li concentration (LixC3.5: x ¼
0.17, 0.33, 0.50, 0.67, and 0.83). The calculated results are
plotted in Fig. 6a. The corresponding voltage prole is further
calculated and displayed in Fig. 6b. One can see that there are
three prominent voltage regions: the plateau region corresponding to a weak interaction between Li ions at the low Li
concentration (0 < x < 0.50), the plateau region with increasing
repulsive interaction at the medium Li concentration (0.50 < x <
0.83), and the region with strong repulsive interaction between
Li ions at high Li concentration (0.83 < x < 1.00). The voltage
prole decreases to 0.12 V when the Li concentration
increases to 0.67, suggesting that the reversible capacity of
HZGM-42 as the half-cell is 425.14 mA h g1 (LiC5.25), which is
66.7% of the maximum Li capacity, larger than those of graphite
(372 mA h g1) and IGN (298 mA h g1).56 By numerically
averaging the voltage prole in the region of 0 < x < 0.67, the
average voltage of HZGM-42 is calculated to be 0.50 V that is
larger than those of graphite (0.11 V)32 and bco-C16 (0.23 V),4 but
smaller than those of IGN,56 MoC2,57 2D VS2 (0.93)32 and TiO2

(1.5–1.8).58,59 Note: the above results are all based on the halfcell reaction. When connected to the cathode as a full-cell, the
external voltage can overcome the repulsive interaction between
Li ions at high concentration, and display a high capacity
(LiC3.5: 637.71 mA h g1) and a low average voltage of 0.19 V.
We also assessed the cycling stability of HZGM-42, which is
mainly determined by the volume changes during the Li
charging/discharging process. We compared the fully Li-intercalated HZGM-42 with the pristine structure, and found that no
bond-breaking occurs and the lattice changes along the x, y and
z directions are only 0.3%, 0.2%, and 2.0%, respectively. These
changes are far less than the fracture strains shown in Fig. 2,
conrming that HZGM-42 retains its structural stability during
lithiation/delithiation processes. With the small lattice
changes, we obtained the total volume expansion to be as low as
2.4%, which is much smaller than that of graphite (10%).4 The
ultra-low volume expansion can be attributed to the nanoporous nature of HZGM-42 that provides suﬃcient void space
for Li-ion insertion. The low volume expansion of Li insertion
and the large fracture strain imply that HZGM-42 has a good
cycling stability during the lithiation/delithiation process when
used as an anode material.
In addition, we found that a series of 3D graphene monoliths
with diﬀerent pore sizes can be generated by changing the
width of the zigzag graphene nanoribbons. For instance,
another hexagonal zigzag graphene monolith (HZGM) with the
same lattice symmetry as that of HZGM-42, containing 66
carbon atoms per primitive cell, called HZGM-66, was constructed. Its dynamic, thermal and mechanical stabilities were
conrmed by following the same procedure (see Fig. S10 and
S11 in the ESI for details†). HZGM-66 is also a semimetal with
a Dirac linear dispersion near the Fermi level, as shown in
Fig. S11e.† Therefore, we further explored its potential for LIB
anode materials. The calculated diﬀusion barriers for similar
paths (paths I and path II, as shown in Fig. S12†) are 0.03 and
0.17 eV, respectively, close to those of HZGM-42. The maximum

Fig. 6 (a) Binding energies of the 100 conﬁgurations for ﬁve diﬀerent Li concentrations. The stable conﬁgurations with the lowest energies for
each Li concentration are marked in red. (b) The corresponding voltage proﬁle.
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Li capacity is 676.36 mA h g1, which is even larger than that of
HZGM-42 (637.71 mA h g1). The volume expansion is 3.0% for
the fully Li-intercalated structure (see Fig. S13†), suggesting
a good cycling stability of HZMG-66.
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Conclusions
In summary, we predicted a new 3D graphene monolith, HZGM42, by integrating zigzag graphene nanoribbons with sp3hybridized carbon chains as linkers. This material has the
advantages of intrinsic high electrical conductivity and ordered
porosity for Li-ion transport. By performing state-of-the-art
theoretical calculations, we demonstrated that HZGM-42 is not
only dynamically, thermally and mechanically stable, but also
energetically more favorable than most of the previously identied 3D carbon allotropes. Because of its unique atomic
conguration, HZGM-42 exhibits exceptional properties
including anisotropic elasticity, high specic ideal strength
along the z direction, intrinsic Dirac nodal-line semimetallicity
and anisotropic transport properties. Moreover, we examined
the energetics and kinetics of Li-ion insertion and diﬀusion in
HZGM-42, and the following conclusions can be drawn: (i) Li
ions can be inserted into HZGM-42 stably without clustering; (ii)
HZGM-42 possesses two remarkable 1D Li-ion diﬀusion paths
and the migration energy barriers can reach quite low values,
especially for path I (0.02 eV). (iii) The maximum Li capacity of
HZGM-42 is 637.71 mA h g1, corresponding to LiC3.5, which is
much higher than that of the commercially used graphite anode
(372 mA h g1; LiC6). (iv) Compared with the conventional
graphite anode, HZGM-42 exhibits a much lower volume
change (2.4%) during the Li insertion/removal process, indicating a good cycling stability. With all of these extraordinary
characteristics, HZGM-42 shows a great potential as a LIB anode
material. Our study reveals the great potential of 3D graphene
monoliths with intrinsic semi-metallicity and ordered pores to
be applied as LIB anode materials. We hope that these ndings
will motivate further theoretical and experimental eﬀorts to nd
new semi-metallic 3D graphene monoliths for high-performance LIB anode materials. These results suggest that,
compared to the currently used anode materials in LIBs, the
new 3D graphene architecture exhibits superior properties.
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